A WORLD REVOLUTION IN PROGRESS.

...the world awakening—example of Russian proletariat fills workers of the world with hope—working classes in future will declare war when they Fight—Socialism only hope of humanity.

Many workers are rising up all over the world—proletarians are on the march—socialism is the only hope of humanity.

The working class is the class in which workers are in a position to make revolution. The working class is the only class that can make revolution. The working class is the only class that can make revolution.
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The image contains a page from a newspaper with a variety of texts and advertisements. The page includes a large advertisement for A.B. Conklin, a watchmaker, with illustrations of watches. The text includes details about the watches, their prices, and special offers. The page also features a section titled "The Baffled Student" and a column titled "Plain Talk." The layout includes images of watches and text blocks describing their features and prices. The overall content is primarily advertising in nature, focusing on watch products. There are also sections with smaller text, likely related to the watch advertisements. The page is rich in visual content, with images of watches and detailed descriptions of their features. The text is formatted in paragraphs, with headings and subheadings to organize the information.
THE STATE PLATFORM.

The Socialist party of Illinois is organizing as a mass movement. The great mass of the people are not quite aware of the fact. The Socialists are organizing, from the very outset, for the purpose of building a movement on a wide scale. This is the method of mass organizing. The Socialists are organizing to build up the movement on a large scale. They are organizing to build a movement that will go on a wide scale. They are organizing to build a movement that will go on a wide scale.
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